Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
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Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U9s

Session 2: Dribbling 2

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

DRIBBLE AND PASS TO SELF
(10-15min)
Player starts at position 1
and dribble toward cone.
At position 2 player passes
to position 3. Player runs
around cone and collects
the pass they made to
themselves and then
dribbles to next cone and
repeats. Have more than
one player at each square

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

CRAB POT (10-15min)
Make several grids (pots)
and have a crab in each of
them (players hands and
feet on the ground with
their stomach up). Players
need to dribble from one
pot to another without a
crab kicking their ball out.
Crabs need to stay in their
own "pot."

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

2v2 EITHER END ZONE:
(15-20min)
Make a grid that has two
endzones. Kids can score
by dribbling into any
endzone

Click to insert session diagram

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25min)

Objectives
-Movement
-Spacial awareness
-Ball control
-Proper touch on ball

-Anticipating and thinking ahead
-Proper pace and distance on ball
-Change of speed

-Decision making
-Use of dribbling moves
-Proper dribbling pace

-Keep head
-Plan ahead
-Use moves such as scissors,
change speed etc..
-Use entire "pot"

Discovery Questions:
Progression
-Change direct
-Have one player going one
direction and another player going
the opposite direction (so they
have the potential to run into each
other)

Progression:
-Have little "neutral" post between
the ones with crabs
Discovery Question:
-More than one crab in the pot
-What moves worked well?
-Cones that kids need to avoid
-What parts of the foot did you
use?

-Decision making on when to
change direction
-Trying various cutbacks and
experimenting
-Changing speed

-Proper technique
-Looking for open space
-Use heal, sole and outside of foot
to turn and cut back
-Short dribble and long dribbles

Progression:
-One team must go one way and
the other team must go opposite
way.

Discovery Question:
-What part of the foot did you use
when changing direction?
-What are some of the reasons you
may change direction in a game?

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points

Click to insert session diagram
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Key Coaching Points

COACHING REMINDER:
Have cones and pennies out and
organized prior to the start of
practice.
HOMEWORK:
Have kids do the dribble and self
pass 20 times
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